June 29, 2015

Connecticut Shotgun
100 Burritt St.
PO Box 1692
New Britain, CT 06053

Dear Mr. Galazan,

Please find the results below, of our research into the sale/possession of the DP-12 shotgun in the State of New York.

The DP-12 is compliant because the New York statute on “assault weapons” only concerns revolving and semi-automatic shotguns. As a matter of fact the statute specifically states that it does not apply to pump-action firearms.

As for magazine capacity, the New York limit is 7 rounds. Notice that it is not the capacity of the firearm which is limited. Rather, it is the capacity of the magazine. There is also no language restricting a firearm to one magazine. Therefore the DP-12 with it’s two separate seven-shot magazines, is compliant.

In summary, there is no law in the State of New York which would prevent the sale or possession of the model DP-12 shotgun. I trust that this information will be found helpful.

Thank you,

[Signature]

Daniel O'Kelly
Director
International Firearm Specialist Academy